Year 4 – Spring 2 Week 5 (W/E 26/03/21)
Theme: The Boy at the Back of the Class
Weekly Reading Tasks
Weekly Maths Tasks
 Work on Times Table Rockstars. Practise your
 Read your home reading book and record in
times tables ready for a test next week.
your reading diary.
 Log on to www.doodlemaths.com using the
log in details you have been provided. You can
 Access myON using the link you were sent
use this regularly alongside times table
via email. Login using your details and access
rockstars to develop your understanding of a
one of the thousands of brilliant ebooks.
range of Maths topics.
 Practise your arithmetic skills by answering
 This week we have read Chapters 13-14 of
the multiplication and division questions
The Boy at the Back of the Class. Answer the
below.
following questions about the chapters to
check your understanding.
1) 4 x 3 x 2
2) 4 x 5 x 6
-What do the people on the bus say might
3) 7 x 6 x 2
happen to refugees?
4) 5 x 4 x 3
-Who is the woman in the red scarf?
5) 8 x 7 x 6
-Who did Tom write to?
-Why doesn’t Michael think Tom’s plan will
1) 132 divided by 12
work?
2) 108 divided by 9
-Who did Josie want to ring?
3) 48 divided by 8
-Why doesn’t Tom think Josie’s plan will work?
4) 66 divided by 11
-Who does Michael want to write to?
5) 56 divided by 7
Weekly Writing Tasks
This week we have been revising our knowledge of expanded noun phrases. Write sentences that use an
expanded noun phrase. Remember – we can use adjectives to expand a noun but also add more information
by using a prepositional phrase. A prepositional phrase tells us where something is.
For example:
The curious, young explorer was travelling up the mountain.
Write three example sentences of using expanded noun phrases.
Use the following link to help you.
Writing expanded noun phrases - Year 5 - P6 - English - Home Learning with BBC Bitesize - BBC Bitesize
Project
This half term our project is ‘Misty Mountain Sierra’.
This week we have learnt about mountains and mountain ranges of the UK. Choose one of the mountains
from the list below and conduct research to find out more information (Height, Location, Climate, Type of
Mountain, Wildlife). Create a poster to record your research.
Ben Nevis, Mount Snowdon, Scafell Pike, Slieve Donard.
Home Learning Expectations
Focus on excellent presentation and ensuring your work is high quality. This is due by Wednesday 31st March
2021. You need to ‘hand in’ your work using Microsoft Teams.

